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About Us

R4rating has 2 mode for rating movies.

(1)The USERS on R4rating rate the movies, so the ratings that you see are an assigned score based

on a number of factors.

(2)R4rating also provide a rating based on rating calculator 

Rating calculator - Developed by r4rating labs,based on several factor

R4rating has a 10-star movie rating system.

The keywords are:

10% - Rubbish

20% - Terrible

30% - Very bad

40% - Bad

50% - Unsatisfactory

60% - Satisfactory

70& - Good

80% - Very good

90% - Excellent

100% - Masterpiece

This allows users to vote with a whole range of different appreciations. However, as far as I know,

there is nowhere any explanation of what a score of ‘3’ or ‘9’ is supposed to mean. R4rating leaves it

up to the user to decide how to rate a movie. Many people seem only able to give ratings of either 1

or 10, which is why you'll often see peaks in the vote histogram there. Most other people are still

biased towards the lowest and especially highest scores. I've seen reviews where people summed up

a whole list of bad points about a movie, and still gave it a 10. Eh?

In an attempt to arrive at a fair and balanced rating system, I created the guidelines below. Actually

the only reason why I put this online is so I always have access to this ‘cheat sheet’ when I want to

rate a movie. It is not my goal to impose...

For more information, please visit
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Online Promotion Wikipedia Article Management
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F a c t s h e e t

Nature of Business :Service Provider



CONTACT US

r4rating Dot Com
Contact Person: Manager 

Cyrus Infosolutions, Paradise Road Vyttila 
Ernakulam - 682019, Kerala, India
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